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The atomic and electronic band structures of GaP/Si(001) heterointerfaces were investigated by ab initio
density functional theory calculations. Relative total energies of abrupt interfaces and mixed interfaces with Si
substitutional sites within a few GaP layers were derived. It was found that Si diffusion into GaP layers above
the first interface layer is energetically unfavorable. An interface with Si/Ga substitution sites in the first layer
above the Si substrate is energetically the most stable one in thermodynamic equilibrium. The electronic band
structure of the epitaxial GaP/Si(001) heterostructure terminated by the (2 × 2) surface reconstruction consists
of surface and interface electronic states in the common band gap of two semiconductors. The dispersion of the
states is anisotropic and differs for the abrupt Si-Ga, Si-P, and mixed interfaces. Ga 2p, P 2p, and Si 2p core-level
binding-energy shifts were computed for the abrupt and the lowest-energy heterointerface structures. Negative
and positive core-level shifts due to heterovalent bonds at the interface are predicted for the abrupt Si-Ga and
Si-P interfaces, respectively. The distinct features in the heterointerface electronic structure and in the core-level
shifts open new perspectives in the experimental characterization of buried polar-on-nonpolar semiconductor
heterointerfaces.
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I. INTRODUCTION

GaP/Si(001) is an attractive quasisubstrate for III/V-on-Si
integration, which is highly desired for microelectronics [1],
high-efficiency photovoltaics, and water-splitting devices [2].
In such polar-on-nonpolar heterostructures, the heterointerface
is of particular interest since its atomic and electronic structure
highly impacts crystal quality and the efficiency of the devices.
Preparation of sharp and well-ordered interfaces is desirable
in device growth technology. However, there are many factors
that influence the sharpness of grown heterointerfaces [3], such
as charge accumulation [4] and antiphase domain boundaries
(ADBs) at heterointerfaces due to monoatomic steps on the
Si(001) substrate [5]. The ADB density can be reduced if a
single-domain Si(001) substrate is used [5,6]. The mechanism
of charge compensation at the heterovalent GaP/Si interface
is not yet completely understood and therefore it cannot be
controlled during epitaxy.

The valency of dissimilar materials at the heterointerface
is an important parameter influencing interface sharpness and
charge accumulation [3]. In particular for GaP/Si, the partial
electronic charge for one heterovalent Si-P or Si-Ga bond
is 1+5/4 or 1+3/4 electrons, respectively. Since one bond
consists of two electrons, every heterovalent Si-P or Si-Ga
bond donates 1/4 or accepts 1/4 electrons. In contrast to
isovalent interfaces, charge accumulates in the near-interface
region, and a huge electric field is expected at abrupt interfaces
[4,7] consisting of only Si-P bonds for the P-polar interface and
only Si-Ga bonds for the Ga-polar interface. Charge neutrality
at the interface can be achieved in arbitrarily thick mixed
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GaP/Si layers if the number of Si-P bonds is equal to the
number of Si-Ga bonds in mixed interfacial layers.

The stability of abrupt and mixed GaP(001)-(2 × 2)/Si(001)
interfaces was investigated recently [6]. Charge-neutral (com-
pensated) interfaces were suggested by allowing atomic
intermixture within one interfacial bilayer (similar to the
models suggested by Harrison et al. [4]). It was found
that the energetically most favorable interface consists of a
Si/Ga mixed layer, whereas the formation of the Si/P mixed
interface requires a higher interface energy. Nevertheless, both
compensated interfaces have lower energies than their abrupt
interface counterparts. GaP/Si intermixing within more than
one layer above the interface has not been investigated by
density functional theory (DFT) so far.

Besides energetic considerations, kinetic processes play an
important role during GaP growth on Si. The formation of a
heterointerface at elevated temperature depends on numerous
aspects such as preferred binding sites, the mobility of atoms
at the terraces, step height, and density, as well as process
routes [8]. In particular, a typical, relatively fast pulsed
nucleation during metal-organic chemical-vapor deposition
(MOCVD) cannot be considered an equilibrium process. The
interface formation may be kinetically limited and interface
structures may be “frozen” during further processing so that
the energetically lowest structures are not necessarily realized.
One famous example is the kinetically driven anomalous
formation of the energetically unfavored (1 × 2) reconstructed
Si(001) surface on 2◦ misoriented substrates in H2 ambient [9].

Recently, a strong prevalence of Si-P bonds in the GaP thin
film on a Si(001) substrate was revealed by x-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS) [10]. Similarly, Si-As bonds were found
at the GaAs/Si(001) heterointerface [11]. It was also observed
that Si-Ga bonds become more favorable in more Ga-rich
nucleation conditions [6,10].
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Other recent work suggested the formation of pyramidal
structures with different facets at the GaP/Si(001) heteroin-
terface based on transmission electron spectroscopy (TEM)
measurements and theoretical analysis [12]. DFT calculation
results in this work are questionable, however, since the
interface energy depends on the chemical potentials, i.e., the
stoichiometry of interfacial structure models, which was not
considered there. In addition, the interface energies computed
in Ref. [12] seem to consist of surface energy contributions
from P-H and Ga-H bonds, which is different for different
facets [13]. Therefore, the GaP/Si(001) interface structure and
thickness of potentially intermixed interfacial layers, i.e., the
prevailing interface stoichiometry after the entire GaP epilayer
growth, remains an open question.

On the other hand, the presence of interface-state dis-
persion in the electronic band structure could yield direct
experimental evidence of atomically well ordered bonding
configurations at the heterointerface. Ordered heterovalent
interfaces can be considered two-dimensional objects similar
to the surfaces of solids. Electronic surface states exhibit two-
dimensional dispersion relations, which can be experimentally
determined by angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy
(ARPES), for instance. The measurements of buried interface
states by photoemission techniques are not straightforward
[14], however, due to the limited inelastic mean free path
(IMFP) of photoelectrons. Alternative techniques such as
reflection anisotropy spectroscopy (RAS) [15,16], transport
measurements [17,18], or electron-energy-loss spectroscopy
[19] (EELS) in combination with scanning transmission
electron microscopy [3] (STEM) are also promising to analyze
the interfacial electronic structure.

Localized electronic states may originate from substitu-
tional site defects, vacancies, or heterovalent bonds at the
interface. Interface states were predicted in the fundamental
band gap for heterovalent heterostructures such as GaAs/Ge
[20], GaAs/Si [21], and ZnSe/Ge [22]. The electronic band
structure of GaAs/ZnSe [15] and ZnSe/Ge [23] heterostruc-
tures have also been investigated experimentally. Particularly
for ZnSe/Ge, it was found that localized interface states are
not present for abrupt interfaces, but appear as a result of
substitution sites in interfacial layers [24].

In the present paper, the atomic structure and electronic
band structure of the GaP/Si(001) heterostructure are investi-
gated. The number of known interface models [6] is extended
by allowing atomic intermixture within three GaP bilayers
above the interface. Atomic slabs consisting of surfaces are
used rather than superlattices [25] in order to simulate more
realistic epitaxial films and to exclude internal field modulation
due to polar interfaces. The core-level binding-energy shifts
and interface-state dispersion are derived for both abrupt and
mixed GaP/Si(001) interfaces.

II. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

The total energy calculations of GaP/Si(001) interface
models were carried out using the ABINIT computer code
[26,27]. The generalized gradient approximation (GGA) for
the exchange-correlation energy functional was used. Norm-
conserving pseudopotentials [28] of the Troullier-Martins type
[29] were used to describe the atomic species. The electronic
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FIG. 1. Structure models of selected GaP/Si(001) heterointer-
faces. GaP layers are terminated by the (2 × 2) surface reconstruction
consisting of P dimers and H. Abrupt interfaces consist of (a) Si-P
and (b) Si-Ga bonds. Si substitutional sites are present in up to three
interfacial bilayers at mixed interfaces. The Si concentration in the
interfacial layers is used for model notations in (c)–(g). Si, Ga, and P
atoms are marked in green, blue, and red, respectively.

wave functions were expanded in a plane-wave basis with
a kinetic energy cutoff of 12 hartrees. The k-point sets
[30] corresponding to 6 × 6 × 1 points per (2 × 2) unit cell
were used. Atomic slabs were constructed using the repeated
supercell approach with a slab thickness of 30 Å and a vacuum
gap region of 19 Å.

A few test calculations with semicore Ga 3d electrons were
carried out. The converged value of kinetic energy cutoff was
increased up to 30 hartrees in this case. However, only small
differences in interface stabilities [less than 0.02 eV/(1×1)]
and electronic band structures (less than 0.1 eV) were
observed, which we consider negligible in the following.

The GaP(001) surface can be terminated by either Ga-P or
P-P dimers [31,32]. The P-rich surface reconstruction consists
of two buckled P-P dimers and one H atom per dimer, which
arrange in rows causing (2 × 2) or c(4 × 2) reconstructions
[31,32]. In the present work, all slabs were terminated by the
same P-rich GaP(001)-(2 × 2) surface reconstruction (Fig. 1),
whereas the interface structure was varied. The influence of
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surface atomic relaxations on the interface atomic structure
was found to be negligible.

The equilibrium lattice constant for relaxed bulk Si (aSi =
5.46 Å) was used in the calculations. Band-gap energies of
0.66 and 1.69 eV were derived for bulk Si and bulk GaP,
respectively. These values are about 0.5 eV smaller than the
experimental values due to the well-known band-gap problem.
While this does not affect the valence-band offset (VBO)
calculations, an uncertainty up to 0.5 eV should be taken into
account for the alignment of the interface states within the
common band gap of heterostructures.

The bottom Si layer of the slab was passivated by H atoms.
Atomic coordinates of the slab were relaxed until interatomic
forces became smaller than 10−3 hartrees/bohr, whereby only
the two Si bottom layers and one H layer were kept fixed.

The relative interface formation energy �γ was expressed
as follows [33]:

�γA = E − nGaμGa − nP μP − nSiμSi, (1)

E = Etot − Eref, (2)

where Etot is the total energy of the slab and Eref is the reference
energy of a thinner slab excluding three GaP bilayers. Eref

is identical for all models and includes the (2 × 2) surface
reconstruction energy. μi is the chemical potential of species
i, ni is the number of atoms of the ith species in the mixed
layer, and A is the interface unit-cell area.

In thermodynamic equilibrium, the Ga, P, and Si chemical
potentials are equal to the corresponding values of chemical
potentials in a bulk:

μbulk
GaP = μGa + μP , (3)

μbulk
Si = μSi. (4)

The variation of μGa and μP at the interface was limited to the
corresponding bulk chemical potentials μbulk

Ga and μbulk
P . The

boundary conditions were expressed as follows:

H GaP
f + μbulk

P � μP � μbulk
P , (5)

where H GaP
f = μbulk

GaP − μbulk
Ga − μbulk

P is the heat of formation.
The bulk chemical potentials, μbulk

Ga and μbulk
P , were calculated

for the orthorhombic α-Ga phase [34] and the orthorhombic
black P phase [35], respectively. The computed value of the
heat of formation for GaP, H GaP

f = −0.86 eV, is similar to
the value reported in the literature [36]. Finally, the relative
interface energy �γ can be expressed as follows [33]:

�γA = E − (nP − nGa)�μP − nP μbulk
GaP − nSiμ

bulk
Si , (6)

�μP = μP − μbulk
P , (7)

where the chemical potential variation boundaries are
�μP /H GaP

f = −1 for Ga-rich conditions and �μP /H GaP
f = 0

for P-rich conditions.
It should be noted that the relative interface energies are

sufficient for the present analysis, i.e., the analysis of the
(001)-oriented heterostructure. In the case of multiple facets
[12], absolute energies of polar interfaces [37,38] have to be

computed and used for comparison. Such analysis is out of the
scope of the present paper, however.

Relaxed atomic positions of GaP/Si(001) heterostructure
models were used for the core-level binding energies and
electronic band structure calculations. In order to identify
surface and interface states, wave functions of the relaxed
structures were derived using the CUT3D utility of the ABINIT

program.
The Ga 2p3/2, P 2p3/2, and Si 2p3/2 core-level binding

energies of atoms at interfaces and in the “bulk” (in GaP
and Si layers above and below the interface) were computed
for three interface models. The delta Kohn-Sham (�KS)
method [39,40] within the grid-based projector-augmented
wave (PAW) code GPAW [41] was used, which enables highly
parallel and efficient core-level calculations. In this method,
the core-level binding energy is the total energy difference
between the ground state and the first core-ionized state,
explicitly introduced for each element via a PAW data set with
its 2p3/2 occupancy reduced by one electron. A compensating
electron charge is introduced in the conduction band to ensure
charge neutrality and to model the screening of the core hole.
Exchange and correlation were estimated by the Perdew-
Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) generalized gradient approximation
and Monkhorst-Pack 12 × 12 × 1 k-point meshes used to
sample the Brillouin zone (several binding-energy values
were checked with a larger 16 × 16 × 1 k-point set, and no
difference within our computation accuracy was observed).
Spin-orbit splitting is not included in the calculation since
similar shifts for 2p3/2 and 2p1/2 peak pairs are expected.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Interface atomic structure

The number of possibilities for Si substitutional sites within
a few GaP interfacial layers is very large. In order to limit
the number of models, Si/Ga and Si/P substitution sites were
allowed only in the three GaP bilayers above the interface
(vacancy defects were not considered). Previous studies have
shown that charge-compensated interfaces are energetically
more favorable than uncompensated interfaces. Therefore, we
compute only structures which obey the electron counting
model [42] (ECM). For interfaces, the ECM can be expressed
as the sum of partial charges of bonds times the number of
corresponding Si-P, Si-Ga, Ga-Ga, and P-P bonds:

1
4 (NSi-Ga − NSi-P) + 1

2 (NGa-Ga − NP-P) = 0, (8)

where Ni−j is the number of i − j bonds and 1
4 , 1

2 are the partial
charges of the corresponding bonds. Ga-P or Si-Si bonds do
not produce partial charge and therefore were not included in
Eq. (8).

Furthermore, the Si occupancy in each monolayer was
limited to 50%. A larger Si concentration can hardly be
achieved without additional Si flux supply or temperatures
high enough to support Si diffusion from the bulk. The Si
concentration was estimated as cSi = 100 × nSi/24, where
nSi is the number of Si substitution sites at 3 × (2 × 2) =
24 possible positions in the three GaP bilayers above the
Si substrate. This leads to 91 nonequivalent compensated
interface models for each of the Si-P and Si-Ga interfaces.
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FIG. 2. Relative total interface energy diagram for GaP/Si(001)
with different interface structures. Atomic structures of the models
are shown in Fig. 1. The lowest interface energy (Si-8.3% model)
was set to zero. The interface energy increases with Si concentration
in the GaP layers. The abrupt Si-P and Si-Ga interfaces have higher
energy than the compensated mixed interfaces in thermodynamic
equilibrium.

A complete list of the models is included in the Supplemental
Material (Fig. SM-1 and Table SM-Tab.1) [43]. The charge
neutrality condition [Eq. (8)] is fulfilled for cSi equal to 8.3%,
16.7%, 25.0%, 33.3%, and 41.7%.

In Fig. 1, abrupt Si-P [Fig. 1(a)], abrupt Si-Ga [Fig. 1(b)],
and selected mixed Si-Ga [Fig. 1(c)] and mixed Si-P
[Figs. 1(d)–1(g)] interface structure models are shown. Each
atomic slab consists of the (2 × 2) surface reconstruction,
GaP epitaxial layers, interfacial layers, and Si bulk layers,
as indicated in Fig. 1(c). The notation for the mixed model
contains the Si concentration cSi in the three GaP bilayers
above the Si substrate (marked by the dashed rectangle in
Fig. 1). For instance, Si substitution sites are presented in
one and three GaP bilayers in Si-8.3% and Si-41.7% models,
respectively [Figs. 1(c) and 1(g)].

The relaxed interplane distances were found to be different
for Si-P and Si-Ga abrupt interfaces: 1.3 Å between Si and
P layers [Fig. 1(a)] and 1.5 Å between Si and Ga layers
[Fig. 1(b)]. These distances correspond to 5% contraction
for the Si-P model and 10% expansion for the Si-Ga model
with respect to the bulk Si interplane distance. Interplane
distances between the mixed interfacial layers varied slightly
with respect to the corresponding abrupt interface distances.

In Fig. 2, the relative interface formation energies are
shown. The energy of the Si-8.3% model [Fig. 1(c)] was
chosen as reference and set to zero. For clarity, the energy
of the most stable mixed structure for each Si concentration
and the energies of the two abrupt interfaces are shown in
Fig. 2. Energies correspond to the interface models in Fig. 1. It
is found that the compensated interface with Si/Ga substitution
sites in the first interfacial layer is the most energetically
favorable structure [Si-8.3% model in Fig. 1(c)], which is
in agreement with our previous findings [6]. In addition, the
interface energy increases with increasing Si concentration in

Δ

FIG. 3. Averaged electrostatic potential V̄ of the (a) abrupt
Si-P, (b) abrupt Si-Ga, and (c) mixed Si-8.3% interface models. The
interface region is magnified in (d). Like for the GaP/Si(111) interface
[33], the averaged electrostatic potential shape of the GaP/Si(001)
interface varies with atomic stoichiometry.

the GaP layers above the Si substrate. Therefore, although
charge compensation can be realized by the Si/GaP atomic
intermixture in the few layers above the interface, Si diffusion
into the GaP(001) layers is energetically not favorable and
should not occur in thermodynamical equilibrium.

Abrupt interfaces are less favorable than compensated
interfaces, especially at chemical potentials in the intermediate
range between Ga-rich and P-rich chemical potentials, around
�μ(P )/Hf = 0.5. Therefore, abrupt interface preparation
could be difficult at this condition. On the other hand, the
formation of Si substitution sites is less favorable under the
P-rich condition than under Ga-rich conditions.

Charge transfer due to heterovalent bonds is reflected
in the electrostatic potential of the heterostructures. Figures
3(a)–3(c) show the planar average of electrostatic potentials
V̄ for abrupt Si-P, abrupt Si-Ga, and compensated Si-8.3%
interface structures, respectively. The potential was averaged
in plane (XY) over the unit-cell area and plotted along the
[001] (Z) direction. The macroscopic average of the potential
¯̄V is shown by colored lines. In Fig. 3(d), the interface region

is enlarged. There is a small residual slope of ¯̄V for the
abrupt interfaces: Charge accumulates at the interface and
produces a discontinuity of the electrostatic potential similar
to other semiconductor interfaces [7]. This discontinuity of
¯̄V vanishes for compensated interfaces [Fig. 3(c), green line]:

The electrostatic potential changes smoothly from GaP to Si at
the compensated Si-8.3% interface, whereas there is a drastic
potential variation at the Si-Ga and Si-P abrupt interfaces
due to partial charge at the interface [Fig. 3(d)]. This charge
can produce band bending at heterovalent uncompensated
interfaces.

It is also important to mention that a dipole shift between
the GaP and Si potentials, � ¯̄Vint in Fig. 3(d), is present for
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all considered interface models. In contrast, a complete dipole
shift elimination was suggested for the Ge/GaAs(001) het-
erostructures with substitutional site defects in two interfacial
layers (Fig. 4 in Ref. [4]). We cannot corroborate this effect
for GaP/Si(001) mixed interfaces.

B. Core-level energy shifts at the interface

Core-level energy shifts due to heterovalent bonds at
the interface are expected. Recently, the initial stages of
GaP/Si(001) heterointerface formation and core-level binding
energies of Ga, P, and Si atoms were investigated using XPS
[10]. It was found that the P 2p and Si 2p core-level XPS
peaks consist of two components, which were assigned to the
interface and bulk contributions to the core-level photoelectron
peak. The interface components were shifted towards higher
binding energies relative to the bulk components. On the other
hand, the Ga 2p peak only contained a weak, negatively shifted
interface component at the initial stages of heterointerface
formation at P-rich conditions [10]. A strong negative shift of
the Ga 2p core level was observed for Si substrate preparation
in Ga-rich conditions [8], but as these measurements were
prior to nucleation, the magnitude of the shift is not directly
comparable to the core-level shifts presented here.

The corresponding core-level binding energies and relative
shifts were computed for the abrupt Si-Ga, the abrupt Si-P, and
the lowest-energy Si-8.3% interface models. The difference in
Si 2p, P 2p, and Ga 2p core-level binding energies �E =
Eint − Ebulk was derived, where Eint and Ebulk are the binding
energies of atoms at the interface (the first interfacial bilayer)
and bulk, respectively. The bulk energies were computed using
the atoms in the middle of Si or GaP slabs. The error bars of the
computed binding energy were estimated from bulk binding-
energy deviations: Ebulk slightly varies for the three models due
to the limited thickness of the slabs and due to differences in
the local electronic structure. The experimental error bars were
obtained by variation of the Gaussian component fit parameters
and by evaluation of the results. In addition, the experimental
values of binding energies can be affected by the band bending
due to surface reconstruction or contaminations. Therefore, the
difference in binding energies �E was derived and compared
with experimental values rather than the absolute binding
energies.

In Fig. 4, the computed shifts �E for Si 2p, P 2p, and
Ga 2p core levels for the abrupt Si-Ga [Fig. 4(a)], abrupt
Si-P [Fig. 4(b)], and mixed Si-8.3% [Fig. 4(c)] models are
compared with earlier experimental values [10]. There are
Ga-P (P-Ga-P or Ga-P-Ga), Si-Si-Ga, Si-Si-P, Si-Ga-P (similar
to Si-P-Ga), and Si-Si (Si-Si-Si) bonding configurations within
one Si and one GaP bilayer at the interface. For abrupt
interfaces, negative and positive binding-energy shifts are
predicted for Si-Ga and Si-P models, respectively. In the
case of the mixed interface, both positive and negative shifts
are revealed. Experimental shifts derived from the P-polar
interface are marked by the open rectangles. Note that no
interface-related components in the Ga 2p core-level peak
were measured [10]. The abrupt Si-P model thus agrees best
with the experimental data, in line with our previous results
and conclusions [10].

P 2p Ga 2p
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Si 2p

ΔE
[e
V
]
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0.4
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FIG. 4. Binding-energy shifts �E due to bonding configurations
at the buried interface. The calculated values and experimental values
[10] (for the abrupt Si-P interface only) of the shifts are marked by
solid and open rectangles. (a) Negative and (b) positive shifts are
predicted for the abrupt Si-Ga or Si-P interfaces, respectively. (c) The
mixed interface exhibits both positive and negative shifts.

It should also be mentioned that experimental P and Ga core
levels can contain contributions from the GaP(001)-(2 × 2) P
dimer surface reconstruction. In addition, contamination or
defects on the surface may contribute to P and Ga XPS peaks.
From this point of view, the core-level peak shifts from buried
Si atoms at the interface seem to be more suitable for the
interface abruptness and polarity analysis: A mixture of Si-P
and Si-Ga bonds causes both positive and negative shifts in the
Si 2p bulk core level, so that three components in the Si 2p

XPS peak are expected. The intensity of all Si 2p components
should relate to the Si 2p cross section, so that the relative
intensity of the two chemically shifted components (Si-Ga vs
Si-P) can be considered a direct measure of the prevalence of
the bonding type.

C. Interface electronic states

Surface and interface electronic states are expected at
well-ordered surfaces and interfaces [14,24,31,44–46]. To
identify these states for GaP/Si(001), the projected band
structures (PBSs) of bulk GaP and Si were computed first
and compared with GaP/Si(001) band structures. In Fig. 5, the
PBSs of bulk Si and GaP are plotted within a (2 × 2) surface
Brillouin zone [Fig. 5(c)]. There are pockets in the PBS that
are free of bulk electronic states. In these regions, surface or
interface states could relatively easily be identified. In the case
of heterostructures, however, the Fermi energies of the two
semiconductors are aligned, and the PBSs have to be shifted
relative to each other by the VBO value [47].

VBOs of the abrupt [Figs. 1(a) and 1(b)] and the Si-
8.3% [Fig. 1(c)] interface models were determined using the
calculated shift of electrostatic potentials in the GaP/Si(001)
heterostructure with respect to the corresponding values in GaP
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FIG. 5. Projected band structure of (a) bulk Si (light gray) and (b) bulk GaP (dark gray) within the (c) (2 × 2) Brillouin zone. The energy
refers to the valence-band maximum. Surface states V1 and V2 in the valence band and C1–C3 in the conduction band are shown in (d). Surface
states with high probability densities are indicated by black dots.

and Si bulk. The details of this method are described elsewhere
[48,49]. The derived values are 0.32, 1.03, and 0.78 eV for the
abrupt Si-Ga, Si-P, and Si-8.3% models, respectively. The GaP
PBS was shifted downwards with respect to the Si PBS by these
values (the Si valence-band maximum is set to zero). The joint
bulk GaP/Si PBS is represented by shaded areas in Fig. 6.

It should be mentioned that there is an uncertainty in the
VBO determination for abrupt uncompensated interfaces due
to the discontinuity of the electrostatic potential [7]. The
valence-band edge shifts with film thickness if an electrostatic
field is present in a film [7,21]. In order to derive the VBO of
abrupt interfaces, average point values of ¯̄V in the GaP and
Si layers were used [Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)]. At these points, ¯̄V
is almost flat, and the discontinuity can be neglected. For the
compensated Si-8.3% interface, ¯̄V is saturated in the middle of
GaP or Si layers, and therefore, VBO is determined explicitly.

The electronic states were identified by analyzing the layer-
resolved squared wave functions of each band at a given k point
of the heterointerface band structure [21]. Surface and interface
states were separated from bulk states by the following
analysis [50]:

ρ(k,band) = 〈ρd〉2/〈ρtotal〉, (9)

where 〈ρd〉 is an average of the probability density in a slab
with thickness d (P dimer layer for surfaces and interface
layers for heterostructures) and 〈ρtotal〉 is the average of the

total probability density in the whole heterostructure. 〈ρd〉
was squared in order to enhance the probability with respect to
the bulk one. A 20% cutoff of the maximum of ρ(k,band) was
used to identify the states with enhanced probability density:
States with probabilities below the cutoff were omitted [24].
This method enables a clear identification of the localized
electronic states at selected layers of a slab.

The surface states of the GaP(001)-(2 × 2) surface recon-
struction were analyzed first. In Fig. 5(d), electronic states of
the (2 × 2) reconstruction are shown. The surface states V1 in
the valence band and C1, C2, and C3 in the conduction band
were clearly resolved. The dispersion of the states and the
shape of the corresponding atomic orbitals (not shown here)
agree well with previous calculations [31]. Enhanced probabil-
ity densities ρ(k,band) (Eq. (9)) for the given surface states are
marked by black dots. In addition to the known surface states
[31], one more resonant surface state, V2, was identified.

Surface states can overlap with interface states in het-
erostructures and complicate interface-state analysis. To ex-
clude the surface states from an experimental analysis, they can
easily be destroyed by surface contaminations or sputtering,
for instance, whereas buried interface states will be preserved.
Therefore, interface states were analyzed separately from the
surface states.

Figures 6(a)–6(c) show electronic states close to the band
gap of the heterostructure for abrupt Si-P, abrupt Si-Ga, and
mixed Si-8.3% structure models, respectively. Light and dark
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FIG. 6. Band structure and orbital character of the states for (a) abrupt Si-P, (b) abrupt Si-Ga, and (c) mixed Si-8.3% interface models. The
joint PBS of bulk Si (light gray shading) and bulk GaP (dark gray shading) are shifted by the VBO value. States with high probability densities
are shown by dots, whereas states in a band-gap region are shown by solid lines. Probability densities of surface states are omitted, but their
state dispersion is similar to Fig. 5(c). The mixed Ga/Si layer is indicated by orange circles.

gray shaded areas correspond to the bulk Si and bulk GaP
PBSs, respectively (shifted with respect to each other by the
VBO values). The states, which overlap with the PBSs, are
not shown except for interface states with a high probability
density. Since states are present in the common band gap, the
valence-band maximum (VBM) cannot clearly be seen. The
valence-band edge was determined by extrapolation of the
slope of the total density of states (DOS) at the beginning of
the valence band (see Fig. SM-2 in the Supplemental Material).
All bands were aligned to the edge of the VBM, which was
determined with an estimated error bar of ±0.1 eV.

There are surface and interface states above the VBM.
Interface states can originate at Ga(P)-Si interface layers as
well as at Si layers below the interface plane. The latter
states do not completely overlap with the PBS due to atomic
relaxations in heterostructure. In particular for the abrupt
Si-P heterostructure, there are no interface states with a high
probability density (dots), which are localized at only the Si-P
interface plane [Fig. 6(a)]. The interface states of Si layers and
surface states are present, however (black lines). The interface
states due to P-Si bonds (dots) overlap with the PBS and,
unfortunately, are hard to be resolved experimentally.
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There are distinct features in the state dispersion for the
abrupt Si-P and Si-Ga interfaces. In particular, the Sga1 inter-
face state with a high probability density lies in the common
band gap of the abrupt Si-Ga heterostructure [Fig. 6(b)],
whereas no such interface state is present for the abrupt Si-P
heterostructure: The pronounced state dispersion along the
K̄ − J̄ ′ direction is distinct for the Si-Ga interface. This region
of the band structure could be suitable for abrupt GaP/Si(001)
interface polarity measurements.

Cross sections through the probability density at the �̄ and
K̄ points are shown on the right-hand side of Fig. 6. The
[001] cross-section planes are aligned along the [110] and
[1̄10] directions. It is seen that the Sp1,2 and the Sga1 states
are mainly localized at the Si-P and Si-Ga interface bonds,
respectively. On the other hand, interface states at the K1 and
K3 points are localized at Si-Si bonds below the interface
plane. Some interface states are split, but they have a similar
orbital character; that is, Sp1 − �1 is similar to Sp1 − �2, and
Sga1 − �4 is similar to Sga1 − �5.

Interface states of the mixed Si-8.3% model are shown in
Fig. 6(c). ρd was computed in the middle of the Ga/Si atomic
plane. In contrast to the abrupt interface states, interface state
Smix

ga1 is in the common band gap of the PBS along the J̄ ′-�̄
points. This state overlaps with the Si substrate states close to
the K3 point. Similar to the abrupt interfaces, interface state
Smix

p2 is below the VBM.
The cross section through the probability density of the

mixed interface is shown in Fig. 6(c). The mixed Ga/Si layer
is indicated by orange circles. The mixed interface orbital
contour plots are quite similar to the corresponding plots of
abrupt interfaces. In particular, the Sp2 − �3 (or Sga1 − �4)
plot is similar to the Smix

p2 − �8 (or Smix
ga1 − �7) plot. Despite

the orbital characters of the mixed and abrupt GaP/Si(001)
interfaces being similar, the dispersion of the interface states
and their alignment with respect to the valence-band maximum
are quite different.

It should finally be mentioned that the band structure
calculations were carried out for ideally ordered GaP/Si(001)
interfaces. Atomic disorder due to substitution-site diversity
or ADBs can smear out or even completely destroy the
interface-state dispersion in real heterostructures. On the other
hand, experimental evidence of interface-state dispersion and
its correlation with the present theoretical predictions would

be a strong evidence for high atomic order at a heterovalent
GaP/Si(001) interface.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Atomic and electronic band structures of the GaP/Si(001)
heterostructures terminated by the P-rich (2 × 2) surface
reconstruction were investigated by ab initio DFT calculations.
In addition to the abrupt Si-P and Si-Ga interface models,
interface structures with Si substitution sites in three GaP
bilayers above the Si substrate were considered. We found
that some mixed interfaces exhibit lower energies than the
abrupt interfaces in thermodynamical equilibrium. The lowest-
energy interface model consists of one Si/Ga intermixed layer
above the Si substrate. Diffusion of Si atoms into GaP(001)
epitaxial layers above the first interface layer is energetically
unfavorable. We also showed that Ga, P, and Si 2p core-level
energies are shifted to higher or lower binding energies due to
heterovalent Si-P or Si-Ga bonds at the interface, respectively.
For the mixed interface, the Si 2p XPS peak should consist of
positively and negatively shifted components with respect to
the bulk Si 2p binding energy. Band structure calculations
revealed interface states in the common band gap of two
semiconductors above the VBM. The predicted dispersion of
the GaP/Si(001) interface states is anisotropic and provides
distinct features for further experimental interface polarity
studies.
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